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ABSTRACT: Long-lived particles (LLPs) are highly motivated signals of physics Beyond the Stan-
dard Model (BSM) with great discovery potential and unique experimental challenges. The LLP
search programme made great advances during Run 2 of the Large Hadron Collider (LHC), but many
important regions of signal space remain unexplored. Dedicated triggers are crucial to improve the
potential of LLP searches, and their development and expansion is necessary for the full exploitation
of the new data. The public discussion of triggers has therefore been a relevant theme in the recent
LLP literature, in the meetings of the LLP@LHC Community workshop and in the respective exper-
iments. This paper documents the ideas collected during talks and discussions at these Workshops,
benefiting as well from the ideas under development by the trigger community within the experimental
collaborations. We summarise the theoretical motivations of various LLP scenarios leading to highly
elusive signals, reviewing concrete ideas for triggers that could greatly extend the reach of the LHC
experiments. We thus expect this document to encourage further thinking for both the phenomeno-
logical and experimental communities, as a stepping stone to further develop the LLP@LHC physics
programme.
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1 Introduction and current gaps in coverage

Section Editors: David Curtin, Nishita Desai, José Zurita

In the last several years, long-lived particles (LLP) [1] have become a major focus in the search
for new physics at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC), with the ATLAS [2], CMS [3], and LHCb [4] ex-
periments. LLP signals are generic in Beyond the Standard Model (BSM) scenarios, and specifically
motivated in many theories that address fundamental puzzles like the hierarchy problem, baryogene-
sis, dark matter and the origin of neutrino masses [5]. Run 2 of the LHC also brought great improve-
ments in triggering on LLPs. To fully exploit the possibilities that the increased luminosity of Run 3
provides, triggering on LLPs should be preserved and expanded as new detector and data acquisition
features become available1. In this document we summarise currently known gaps in experimental
coverage with a special emphasis on gaps that arise due to trigger limitations, and review the ideas for
possible new triggers at the three LHC experiments that may bridge these gaps.

1.1 Models with low HT or displaced “jets”

• Hidden Valley or dark-showers models predict a secluded, i.e. “hidden” extended gauge sec-
tor with one or more mediators between the Standard Model (SM) and the new sector [6]. The
hidden sector typically consists of fermions which confine to form hidden mesons and baryons,
which then can oscillate into SM mesons and decay visibly. However, the hidden hadrons could
also be glueballs without any light hidden matter [7], which arises, for example, in theories
of Neutral Naturalness [8–10]. Production of dark fermions also results in radiation similar to
parton showers in SM QCD [11]. Thus the final signature is of the form of emerging jets [12] or
Soft Unclustered Energy Patterns (SUEPs) [13]. These models can easily evadeHT or jet-based
triggers, especially if the dark shower is produced in exotic Higgs decays, which is the case in
many motivated scenarios [14], or if a large fraction of the energy does not oscillate back into
the SM inside the detector. Moreover, the possibly unusual pattern of energy deposits (e.g., no
tracks, unusual ratio of energy deposit in the electromagnetic calorimeter (ECAL) and hadronic
calorimeter (HCAL), etc.) means they might not even be identified as jets.

• Light LLPs decaying hadronically present another simple example of low-HT scenarios. In
the context of HT or jet triggers, “light” can mean anything below the Higgs mass. Some of
the simplest and most well-motivated examples of these scenarios are LLPs produced in ex-
otic Higgs decays or other processes at or below the weak scale, which often decay via the
Higgs portal (see e.g. [14]) and include solutions to the hierarchy problem like Neutral Natural-
ness [8–10]; light pseudo-scalars that are predicted by extended Higgs sectors (see e.g. [15] for
a review); or axion models [16]. In such cases, a model-dependent trigger based on associated
production of the light LLP with SM particles would currently be used. However, considerable

1Technically unrelated to the trigger, but practically almost as impactful on LLP searches, are the data cleaning and
reduction approaches undertaken by the experiments. Analysis datasets without out-of-time hits and displaced tracks can
make an LLP search difficult or altogether impractical. As such, it would be highly beneficial to keep such considerations
in mind as data management practices are revised or designed.
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improvement can be made if the products of the LLP can be used for software triggers – often
referred to as high-level triggers (HLT) – such as displaced jets or leptons. LHCb can be used to
particular advantage in the search for these models due to its exceptional ability to reconstruct
secondary vertices and reconstruct light hadrons.

• LLPs with compressed spectrum are predicted often by models of dark matter [17–20] where
the compression is a result of a physics requirement like obtaining the right relic density. Similar
to prompt searches for compressed spectra, these models naturally suffer from low-pT objects
in the event and therefore need associated production of some other particles to be detected,
often pushing the production cross section to undetectable levels [21].

Several displaced jet or lepton triggers that build on the demonstrated success of existing trig-
gers in both ATLAS and CMS (see e.g. [22–26]) could be implemented in Run 3 to dramatically
improve sensitivity to these well-motivated BSM scenarios. Triggers based on exploiting higher en-
ergy deposition in the HCAL compared to the lower detector subsystems – sometimes referred to as
CalRatio-type triggers, which have already been used by ATLAS [27–29] – or those that look for
an absence of tracker hits could also be helpful in identifying signatures of some of these models in
ATLAS and CMS. Finally, LHCb can contribute to cover a complementary region of the parameter
phase-space in terms of light LLPs, due to its highly granular reconstruction and trigger capabilities.

1.2 Models with displaced leptons or photons

Triggering on displaced leptons offers a clean and model-independent probe of new LLPs that decay
into leptons. Considerable improvement has already been made in Run 2 to take into account final
states with hard displaced leptons [24, 25, 30]. However, several gaps still remain which can be
itemised as follows:

• Leptons with high impact parameter are produced when a long-lived particle has lifetimes of
the order of a few decimeters. This is a natural consequence when the coupling of the LLP to
the SM is feeble, which occurs, for example, in models with freeze-in dark matter [31]. Models
where the initial LLP is charged could in some cases be probed in charged-track searches in-
stead. However, even in that case, the ability to reconstruct leptons from decays will be crucial
in understanding the underlying theory. Current CMS searches for displaced leptons allow for a
maximum offline displacement of 10 cm [24, 25] whereas the ATLAS search [30] has an offline
limit of 30 cm. Both of these could be improved by using information in the muon system.

• Soft displaced leptons provide another challenge to current lepton triggers which require at
least pT >∼ 40 GeV [21]. Dark matter models with co-scattering [19, 20] or models of com-
pressed supersymmetry both often predict a peak in pT-distribution at around 20 GeV or smaller.
Furthermore, minimal assumptions (i.e. without extraneous assumptions on other parameters or
new particles) predict production cross sections so low that a hard ISR mono-jet trigger (which
currently is at ∼ 450 GeV for both ATLAS and CMS) reduces the identification possibility to
negligible levels.
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• Leptons from dark photons or dark showers will often show up as displaced vertices with
only a few tracks [32, 33], a signature sometimes referred to as “lepton jets”. Current require-
ments on displaced vertices with a large number of tracks (e.g: Ntrack & 5 [34–36]) and a large
invariant mass (mDV > 10 GeV [34]) of the vertex means that these events will be missed. Ex-
clusive decays into two leptons are currently probed only when the pT of the leptons is very
high [37]. This can be particularly well remedied at LHCb which offers better vertexing and
can be sensitive to much smaller lepton momenta. For example, the LHCb VELO used during
Run 1 and Run 2 has a lifetime resolution of about 50 fs, an impact parameter resolution of
13–20 microns, and a secondary vertex precision of 0.01–0.05 mm in the xy plane [38], while
a “soft” track with pT of about 1 GeV would have an impact parameter resolution of about 100
microns in CMS [39]. Furthermore, LHCb is able to reconstruct charged stable particles with
pT > 80 MeV [38], as compared to 1 GeV for CMS [39]. Moreover, since such dark shower
models often predict multiple vertices (albeit of low mass), it may be possible to improve cov-
erage by requiring multiple vertices with a small number of tracks in the same event, although
this is a challenging signature with large backgrounds from pileup, for example.

• Models with displaced taus [40, 41] are currently nearly entirely unprobed except where they
decay into (high-pT) displaced electrons or muons [30]. Since tagging tau decays is already
complicated, it is not surprising that the tagging efficiency worsens when the tracks from the
decay do not point to the primary vertex.

• Displaced photons are predicted by, e.g., radiative decay of the lightest neutralino to the grav-
itino in certain SUSY models like gauge mediation; see Ref. [42] for a review. A pair of
displaced photons that do not point to the primary vertex can result from the decay of a new
scalar or pseudo-scalar that is long-lived [16]. Combining a level-1 (L1) trigger on a prompt
object along with HLT on displaced photons can improve the sensitivity to these models.

1.3 Miscellaneous gaps

If order of 100 ps timing information in the calorimeters and muon systems could be available at
trigger level in ATLAS or CMS, then this new information would allow for more precise triggering
on the products of LLPs or the LLPs themselves. Some possible applications are as follows:

• Slowly moving LLPs result when they are either produced from a very compressed decay of a
particle at rest or due to the high mass of the LLP itself. They can be challenging to detect as
they arrive in the outer detectors much later (> 1 ns) than SM particles produced in the collision
and moving at the speed of light, for which the current algorithms are optimised.

• Fractionally charged particles can be difficult to detect because they do not deposit enough
energy in the tracker or calorimeters to pass current trigger thresholds at tens of GeV. These
thresholds may be reduced in the muon system using extra timing information.

Finally, we point out that using timing information will also allow reduction of thresholds on existing
HLT cases, benefiting the low-HT and low-pT scenarios described above.
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In the rest of this paper, we review experimental ideas of how to improve triggering on LLP
decays at Run 3 of the LHC, and highlight the complementarity of approaches in ATLAS, CMS,
and LHCb. The material for this document was to a large extent collected during several dedicated
discussions in the framework of the LLP Community (see e.g. [43–47]) and of the LHC LLP WG
activities. Section 2 gives a bird’s eye overview and summary tables of possible new triggers that
would mitigate the gaps outlined above. New opportunities for ATLAS and CMS are discussed in
Section 3, owing to the broad similarities of the two large detectors, though they are also discussed
individually where appropriate. LHCb differs substantially in its design and capabilities from the
two larger detectors and offers several unique opportunities, which is why we discuss it separately in
Section 4.
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2 Executive summary of possible trigger improvements

Section Editors: David Curtin, Yuri Gershtein

Run 3 of the LHC promises to offer multiple opportunities for the discovery of new physics via
increased luminosity and prominent changes—both hardware and software—to ATLAS, CMS, and
LHCb.

Among exciting new possible developments for ATLAS and CMS are improvements to the hard-
ware (L1) triggers, like increased segmentation and timing capabilities of calorimeter triggers and
muon triggers without beam-spot constraints [48–50]. Progress in software and computing, as well as
advances in machine learning (ML), can allow for better event reconstruction and more sophisticated
analysis in the HLT.

Changes specific to LHCb will also be significant, as there are plans to remove its hardware trig-
ger altogether, allowing it be more sensitive than ATLAS and CMS for some signatures [38] despite
lower luminosity and detector coverage. There are many untapped and new opportunities for LLP
triggers and searches at LHCb, as the understanding of the BSM discovery potential of this detector
has expanded considerably in recent years. Furthermore, the Run-3 upgrades remove the need for
the hardware-based L0 trigger layer, allowing for full real-time event reconstruction and even more
opportunities. Reflecting this capability, discussion of new triggers for LHCb is organised by the
physical LLP decay mode into jets, exclusive hadron states, different leptons or photons. We em-
phasise the great complementarity between LHCb and ATLAS/CMS. LHCb could perform better for
large regions of parameter space for BSM LLP signals at sub-100 GeV mass scales, since for such
signals its enhanced triggering and tracking capability can more than make up for the reduced lumi-
nosity and geometric acceptance of its dataset. For larger mass scales, we expect better performance
from ATLAS and CMS.

Since this document is intended to serve as a review of ongoing triggering techniques targeting
LLP-associated final states, we organise the discussion by the particular experimental subsystem or
capability that is most instrumental in developing the various new triggers. We explicitly focus on the
review of highly motivated trigger opportunities that are under development for the upcoming Run 3,
since their development would be greatly beneficial for searches for unconventional signatures from
new physics, which are often not reachable through standard triggering techniques. Detector upgrades
that are planned for the HL-LHC, including fundamentally novel tracking and timing capabilities at
trigger level for ATLAS [51, 52] and CMS [53, 54], and improved on-line reconstruction of low-
momentum particles at LHCb [55, 56], have the potential for even greater-reaching qualitative and
quantitative impact on LLP searches.
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L1
Present
in Run 2

HLT
Present
in Run 2

Physics motivation example Section

Jet or MET Yes
* Number of tracker
hits “below” jet

No

Hadronically decaying LLPs
with low-HT where displaced
track reconstruction is particu-
larly difficult

3.1.2

* HCAL timing No Various Yes
Slow LLPs (heavy or pro-
duced near threshold) 3.2.1

* HCAL timing +
CalRatio type

No Various Yes LLPs decaying in calorimeter

1j, 3j, HT, 2τ Yes

* Calo timing (+
tracking?) + dramatic
reduction of HLT
thresholds

No Various LLP scenarios
3.2.2

Photon Yes
Displaced γ + * tim-
ing

No GMSB

Single muon Yes *Displaced track(s) in
inner detector (*add
calo timing for
electrons?)

No
Soft displaced leptons; GMSB
staus, freeze-in DM, LLPs
from Higgs boson decays

3.3.1
Single electron Yes

Di- (or tri-) muon Yes
Soft displaced multi-lepton,
e.g. dark photons, dark shower

Muon system Yes
* Muon system tim-
ing

No Fractionally charged particles 3.4.1

* Displaced muons No
Muon system and in-
ner tracker

Yes
Displaced muons with impact
parameter > 10s of cm

3.5.1,
3.5.2

Table 1. Summary of ideas for new Run-3 triggers for ATLAS. We assume that Run-2 triggers [29, 57] will be
retained or improved for Run 3. The new component of each trigger is marked with a star *. Question marks
indicate possibilities that need further investigation. Please refer to text for further details.
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L1
Present
in Run 2

HLT
Present
in Run 2

Physics motivation example Section

di-tau Yes * Displaced jet with
low HT, working off
L1 seed

No
LLPs in low-HT events, e.g.
from exotic Higgs decay

3.1.1
other γ/`/MET with
L1 threshold < HLT
threshold

Yes
LLPs in low-HT events, also
emerging jets, dark showers,
disappearing tracks, etc.

hard jet/lepton/photon Yes
* Displaced jet oppo-
site to hard object

No
displaced jet + X searches, e.g.
low mass LLP or dark shower
recoiling against SM objects

Jet or MET Yes
* Number of tracker
hits “below” jet

No

Hadronically decaying LLPs
with low-HT where displaced
track reconstruction is particu-
larly difficult

3.1.2

* HCAL timing No Various Yes
Slow LLPs (heavy or pro-
duced near threshold) 3.2.1

* CalRatio type (anal-
ogous to existing AT-
LAS capability)

No Various Yes LLPs decaying in calorimeter

1j, 3j, HT, 2τ Yes

* Calo timing (+
tracking?) + dramatic
reduction of HLT
thresholds

No Various LLP scenarios
3.2.2

Photon Yes
Displaced γ + * tim-
ing

No GMSB

Single muon Yes *Displaced track(s) in
inner detector (*add
calo timing for
electrons?)

No
Soft displaced leptons; GMSB
staus, freeze-in DM, LLPs
from Higgs boson decays

3.3.1
Single electron Yes

Di- (or tri-) muon Yes
Soft displaced multi-lepton,
e.g. dark photons, dark shower

Muon system Yes
* Muon system tim-
ing

No Fractionally charged particles 3.4.1

* Displaced muons No
Muon system and in-
ner tracker

Yes
Displaced muons with impact
parameter > 10s of cm

3.5.1,
3.5.2

* Hadronic LLP de-
cay in muon system
(analogous to existing
ATLAS capability)

No
* Using information
from all detector lay-
ers near the muon ROI

No
Hadronic LLPs decaying in
muon system

3.5.2

Table 2. Summary of ideas for new Run-3 triggers for CMS. We assume that Run-2 triggers [58–60] will be
retained or improved for Run 3. The new component of each trigger is marked with a star *. Question marks
indicate possibilities that need further investigation. Please refer to text for further details.
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New LLP Trigger Physics motivation example Section

Displaced fat jet at HLT2 Hadronically decaying LLPs < 15 GeV
4.1

Displaced vertices at HLT2 with high
track/vertex multiplicity

General LLPs that decay hadronically

New topological LLP trigger based on
existing exclusive trigger forB-decays.

Hadronically decaying LLPs with masses and
lifetime below that of B-meson 4.2

Triggering on exclusive LLP →
K+K−, π+π−, etc. decays at HLT2

Hadronically decaying LLPs with masses ∼
O(GeV)

Displaced di-tau at HLT2
LLPs that decay through Higgs portal, in par-
ticular for . 50 GeV masses that are most
challenging for main detectors

4.3

Prompt tau + displaced tau at HLT2 Heavy neutral leptons
Soft di-electron without L0 limitation Dark photon, dark showers

4.4
Soft di-photon without L0 limitation Axion-like particles, dark showers

Downstream tracks (hits in every
tracker except VELO)

LLPs with decay length & 10s of cm 4.5

Utilising RICH sub-detectors to
trigger on production of anomalous
Cherenkov photons

Fractionally charged and massive stable
charged particles 4.6

Cluster occupancies of ECAL and
HCAL, track event isotropy

SUEPs

Table 3. Summary of new LHCb trigger ideas for Run 3. Please refer to the text for further details.
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Although possible signatures with LLPs are very diverse, it is of utmost importance to improve
triggering on low energy sum (HT) events with soft displaced jets or leptons, which have low accep-
tance in existing searches, such as Ref. [22]. For example, for pp → aa, with the mass of a equal
to 20 GeV, lowering the HT cut from 500 GeV to 150 GeV will result in a a factor of 10 increase in
signal. As discussed in the previous section, events like these could arise in a plethora of theoretical
scenarios. Throughout this review of new trigger developments, it is helpful to consider some specific
benchmark models that can be used to demonstrate the physics case for the suggested capability. One
possibility is the decay of the Higgs boson, which could be the only portal to the dark sector accessible
at the LHC. Another is the electroweak production of supersymmetric partners in case of R-parity vi-
olation, low-scale gauge-mediated supersymmetry (SUSY) breaking, or if the lightest SUSY particle
is in the dark sector. Dark photons, dark showers, axions and heavy neutral leptons are also highly
motivated, either in their own right or as part of more complete models, and frequently lead to such
LLP signatures.

In Tables 1 and 2, we present a review of the new ATLAS and CMS trigger ideas for Run 3 of
the LHC, many of which were developed by the ATLAS and CMS Collaborations. The ideas reported
here are explored at both main detectors, though some are tailored to specific capabilities or gaps in
coverage of one of the experiments. Table 3 shows the new triggers ideas for LHCb. The versatility
of the upgraded trigger system means that there are many more advanced trigger possibilities utilising
the GPU at HLT1 that have to be investigated, and we refer the reader to the main text for detail.

Implementation of these triggers would greatly enhance the discovery potential of the LHC, tak-
ing full advantage of the complementary capabilities of ATLAS, CMS and LHCb in searching for
BSM LLP signals.

3 ATLAS and CMS

There are several generic strategies to improve trigger efficiency for long-lived signals at ATLAS and
CMS which inform our discussion. One of the simplest and most important approaches is to require
a long-lived component at the HLT in combination with almost any L1 seed. This strategy is most
useful when there is a large gap between HLT and L1 thresholds. The long-lived component can be
used to reduce background rates, and allow HLT thresholds to be closer to L1 levels. Most often,
this long-lived requirement makes use of tracking information which was not available at L1. For
example, the CMS Run-2 displaced-jet trigger reduces the HT threshold from 1 TeV to 430 GeV by
requiring jets have at least one slightly displaced track, and at most two prompt tracks [22].

Cross triggers represent another strategy which can help reduce pT thresholds [58]. Cross triggers
require multiple objects in order to improve background rejection, at the cost of creating a more
model-dependent trigger selection. This strategy is most useful for models which predict multiple
soft objects. In Run 2, cross triggers have been used to target compressed scenarios in prompt SUSY
models, which result in soft leptons and relatively low transverse momentum imbalance (Emiss

T ) [61,
62].

Trigger-level analysis [63] / data scouting [64] as well as delayed streams [65] / data parking [66]
are also potentially interesting strategies to improve trigger efficiency for long-lived particles at AT-
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LAS and CMS, which might help implement any of the ideas discussed in this work. Data scouting
allows for substantially reduced pT thresholds, and correspondingly larger event rates, by only saving
partial results of the online event reconstruction. The full event information for scouting data is not
available, so it is not possible to take advantage of the improvements offline calibration and recon-
struction provide. However, since any partial event information that is available to the HLT can be
saved, this can include tracker information that may be particularly useful for displaced decays. It
would therefore be interesting to consider what kind of data scouting techniques might increase reach
for LLP scenarios. Data parking represents a complementary strategy by using triggers with lower
thresholds to save the full event content, yet reconstructing physics objects only during shutdowns
when extra computing resources become available.

3.1 Using tracker information at the HLT for displaced jets

Section Editors: Matthew Citron, David Curtin, Emma Torro

In this section we explore using tracker information at the HLT, seeded by a variety of L1 trig-
gers, to significantly increase acceptance for LLP signals decaying in the tracker or calorimeter. Using
tracks or tracker hits in LLP triggers has the potential to significantly improve sensitivity to hadron-
ically decaying LLPs, which suffer from high trigger thresholds and quality requirements in the ab-
sence of leptons or copiousEmiss

T , as well as other LLP scenarios that have low efficiencies for existing
triggers.

3.1.1 CMS

In Run 2, a dedicated displaced-jet trigger allowed the threshold on the total hadronic energy in the
event to be reduced from over 1 TeV to the L1 plateau of ∼ 450 GeV [22]. This allowed hadronically
decaying R-parity violating (RPV) SUSY superpartners or LLPs arising from scalar decay to be
constrained with masses as low as O(100 GeV). Importantly, the resulting sensitivity to LLPs from
exotic decays of the 125 GeV Higgs boson is world-leading for this decay mode and lifetimes below
a meter, even though the L1 HT trigger threshold of 360 GeV [58] severely reduces sensitivity for
signal mass scales . 100 GeV.

In Run 3, the displaced jet HLT would be greatly improved by being seeded with a wider variety
of general-purpose L1 triggers. The most obvious candidate for another L1 trigger to seed displaced-
jet reconstruction at the HLT are di-taus, which have a much lower threshold than the multi-jet trig-
gers. The narrower cone used in the tau reconstruction would fit the signal topology of an LLP
undergoing a displaced decay, not only to hadronic τ+τ− but also bb̄ and light-flavour di-jets.

LLPs interacting with the SM via the Higgs portal, such as glueballs in Neutral Naturalness [8–
10], often decay with Yukawa-ordered branching ratios. This means that decays to ττ and b̄b are
dominant. Given the low efficiency for LLPs from Higgs decays to pass the L1 HT threshold (using
Run-2 assumptions), running the displaced-jet high-level trigger off tau L1 seeds has the potential
to be the best strategy for LLPs produced in exotic Higgs-boson decays in significant regions of
parameter space.
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The hadronic nature of the shower or the possible non-projectiveness might interfere with iso-
lation requirements placed on the low-pT di-tau triggers. Experiments (both ATLAS and CMS) are
therefore studying the LLP signal inefficiencies due to isolation, and might also need to consider
non-isolated tau triggers with higher pT thresholds.

Single-tau and single-jet triggers have similar thresholds at L1. A tau-specific triggering strat-
egy for displaced jets is therefore unlikely to provide significant improvement in the case of single
displaced taus.

The utility of displaced-jet high-level triggers to reduce thresholds to the L1 plateau is completely
general as long as there is a significant gap between the non-displaced L1 and HLT thresholds. This
has the potential to open up new sensitivity for moderate- or low-mass LLPs below several hundred
GeV for a variety of models. Triggers that match the displaced jet at HLT to the L1 photon, muon or
Emiss

T are therefore highly motivated for exploration in Run 3. For example, tracking to reconstruct
emerging jet or dark shower signatures [1, 12], which can involve a significant number of displaced
decays to multiple objects within a jet, could be seeded by such triggers. In addition, a disappearing
track signature (recoiling against ISR) could be reconstructed in the vicinity of the Emiss

T .
Another option is to adapt the “mono-X + MET” search strategy for dark matter simplified models

to look for LLPs, but requiring displaced jets instead of Emiss
T . Specifically, the presence of a jet,

lepton, or photon of sufficient momentum at L1 could potentially be used to seed a more displaced-
tracking iteration at the HLT in a small region opposite to the high-momentum object. This could
then, in principle, be used to enhance efficiency at HLT for relatively light LLPs that can recoil an
associated prompt SM object.

All of the above techniques could incorporate machine-learning methods at HLT, similar to those
used offline in Run 2 [22], to improve signal efficiency.

3.1.2 ATLAS

Neutral LLPs decaying in the calorimeter give a very distinctive signature. The ATLAS detector
in Run 2 featured one HLT selection path dedicated to triggering on displaced jets appearing in the
calorimeter [28]. It was based on two main characteristics: the lack of tracks associated to the jet
and a small fraction of the energy deposited in the electromagnetic calorimeter. Two L1 triggers
were used as seeds to this selection. The lowest unprescaled L1 tau seed had very good efficiency
for displaced jets with pT > 100 GeV. For lower pT, a dedicated L1 topological selection [29] was
designed, selecting L1 jets with all their energy deposited in the HCAL. This tight selection on the
electromagnetic fraction allowed for a lower pT threshold, with a plateau at 60 GeV.

Retaining and improving these triggers in Run 3 will be essential, and improving them would
be highly beneficial. For example, the fraction of energy deposited in every calorimeter layer could
potentially be used for a better signal–background separation. Additionally, ML techniques have
been used offline [28] with positive results and the same techniques could be exported to the HLT.
Improvements in pile-up rejection and in-track isolation are also highly significant for Run 3.

Additional triggers that target hadronic decays of LLPs in the inner detectors (IDs) could be
very beneficial. For example, while ATLAS has triggers that target decays in the calorimeters or in
the muon system, there is currently no dedicated trigger for decays in the ID. Such a trigger could
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potentially greatly increase sensitivity to short-lived LLPs, e.g., those that decay somewhere in the
middle of the ID [67]. Such triggers have not been developed in the past due to the difficulty of
performing high-d0 tracking at the HLT. Developing such a capability at the HLT would allow ATLAS
to significantly expand their capabilities searching for LLP decays in the tracker, so new ideas and
approaches here would be very welcome.

One option could be to use the existing tracking capabilities within the HLT system to simply
count ID hits not associated to standard tracks, as the expected signature of a hadronic decay of an
LLP in the ID would be a high multiplicity of hits appearing a certain three-dimensional distance from
the interaction point (IP), largely grouped together in ∆R, with few to no ID hits between the IP and
the beginning of the hit cluster [67]. Such a trigger could potentially be seeded by standard L1 jet or
Emiss

T seeds, and then hits could be counted within a cone around a region of interest (RoI) defined by
a calorimeter jet or another RoI. Moreover, dedicated seeds could be developed if existing seeds are
inefficient. One can also imagine a regional tracking iteration geared towards reconstruction of tracks
originating in the small volume at a radius just before the tracking layer with large hit multiplicity.

3.2 Using calorimeter-based LLP triggers at L1 and HLT

Section Editors: Javier Montejo Berlingen, Matthew Citron

The offline time resolution of the ATLAS and CMS calorimeter cells is well below 1 ns, which
makes it an excellent discriminant to identify out-of-time energy deposits from slow-moving particles.
The ATLAS calorimeters have an offline time resolution of about 300 ps and 600 ps for energetic cells
in the ECAL and HCAL respectively [68, 69]. CMS shows a similar performance offline with 400 ps
and 1 ns in the ECAL and HCAL respectively. A recent search by CMS for non-prompt jets [70]
defines the signal region with at least one jet with time > 3 ns. This search relies on Emiss

T triggers
and places stringent offline requirements on it (Emiss

T > 300 GeV) in order to reduce the amount of
background. This cut makes the search insensitive to signals with a long-lived particle with mass
under ∼ 1 TeV and for models such as gluino–bino coanihillation in which there is a small mass
splitting [71, 72].

As a result, there is a strong need for triggers that select jets with delays of about 1 ns, which
would allow dedicated searches in previously unexplored phase space, as well as triggers with more
stringent timing selections but reduced energy thresholds to target models with compressed spec-
tra. This can proceed on two fronts: development of new L1 triggers using calorimeters, and use of
calorimeter timing at HLT with a variety of L1 seeds. CMS is also exploring the depth-based L1 trig-
gering capability deployed by ATLAS to search for LLPs decaying in the hadronic calorimeter [73].

3.2.1 New L1 triggers using calorimeters

Using calorimeter timing information at L1 has the potential to significantly reduce energy thresholds
for delayed-jet signals if the information is available and precise enough [73]. Such a strategy has
already been proposed for Phase 2 [74, 75] and could also be explored for Run 3. For example, the
CMS HCAL may be expected to provide a timing measurement on the order of a few ns at L1 [76].
Even with a suboptimal time resolution, it would allow triggering on very slow moving particles.
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However, several of the subsystems might not have timing information available, not have enough
bandwidth to send it for use outside the firmware, or have poor timing resolution. Dedicated studies
to determine if such triggers are viable has been carried out for the CMS Phase-2 Upgrade L1 TDR,
considering Higgs bosons decaying into pseudoscalars decaying into displaced jets. RPV SUSY is
another relevant benchmark to consider, and dedicated L1 seeds could be implemented already at Run
3. Delays on the order of a few ns would bring new sensitivity [70, 77].

Triggers that rely on energy imbalance between HCAL and ECAL have been successfully de-
ployed by ATLAS [27, 28] in order to collect events containing decays that occur inside the HCAL.
Such triggers could be developed for CMS as well. In Run 3, the CMS HCAL will be able to be
read out in three segmentation depths for the HCAL barrel and seven depths for the HCAL end-cap,
enabling the reconstruction of energy deposits in the transverse direction. The depth information can,
in principle, be exploited to further reduce the thresholds for a decay within the calorimeter. For both
ATLAS and CMS, combining depth and timing information could further lower thresholds or loosen
the quality and isolation criteria for timing-based triggers.

3.2.2 Exploiting calorimeter timing at HLT

All cell information is available at the HLT, and the jet time, defined as the median cell time, could
be easily computed. The hadronic triggers at ATLAS and CMS in Run 2 were limited by the HLT
output rate. As a result, requirements on the jet timing could in principle be used to reduce thresholds
significantly [77], down to the L1 plateaus [76]. The improvements could be substantial for several
triggers, including single-jet triggers (for example, from an offline HLT jet momentum threshold of
pT > 450 GeV down to the L1 level of pT > 200 GeV for ATLAS) [78], multi-jet triggers, and HT

triggers (for example, from pT > 1 TeV down to pT ∼ 400 GeV for CMS) [22, 79]. To allow such
dramatic reductions in thresholds will likely require the use of tracking information in addition to
timing (see Section 3.1). In general, high-level software triggers would most likely greatly benefit
from exploiting both timing- and depth-based seeds at L1, potentially utilizing the HCAL and ECAL
energy ratios as well as highly displaced tracking iterations in the region near the jet. Such algorithms
could also be seeded by non-isolated hadronic tau triggers at L1 (see Section 3.1.1).

In addition to hadronic triggers, timing at HLT may also be used to trigger displaced photons,
which can be produced in the decay of long-lived neutralinos in gauge-mediated supersymmetry
breaking (GMSB). In Run 2, CMS used a trigger consisting of a non-pointing photon of pT > 60 GeV
in association with HT > 350 GeV [80]. The use of timing for the displaced photon at HLT could
be investigated in Run 3, as it could potentially allow the HT threshold to be significantly reduced
or removed, widening the acceptance of the search to GMSB scenarios and other models with lower
hadronic activity [76].

Timing-based triggers will face non-standard backgrounds in addition to mismeasured QCD.
Such backgrounds include satellite-bunch collisions (collisions of low-luminosity bunches at 2.5 ns
spacing from the IP), energy deposits from beam-halo muons, and energy deposits from cosmic-ray
muons [70]. To properly estimate these contributions in an offline analysis it may be necessary to de-
vise additional triggers to collect background-enriched samples. Satellite-bunch collisions may form
a useful out-of-time sample to evaluate the reconstruction of delayed energy deposits. If complemen-
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tary information from the tracker is used to identify displaced or trackless jets, an additional trigger
without these requirements (using a higher energy threshold, tighter isolation or quality criteria, or a
prescale) will most likely be needed to collect such a sample.

Finally, it should be noted that, currently, out-of-time deposits are penalised in their energy re-
construction in order to mitigate out-of-time pileup [81]. For significantly delayed deposits this can
cause inefficiency in reconstruction. While this effect was reasonably small in Run 2, tighter cuts
could severely limit future sensitivity and should therefore be avoided in Run 3. Alternatives that
more precisely reject the narrow time windows (at 25 ns intervals) of out-of-time pileup could also be
explored.

3.3 Using lepton L1 seeds to enable tracking of displaced leptons at the HLT

Section Editors: Freya Blekman, Tova Holmes, Karri Di Petrillo
Low-pT triggers for leptons with displacements on the order of a millimeter would be very bene-

ficial for ATLAS and CMS. A potential strategy to accomplish this would involve using standard L1
lepton triggers to seed HLT Inner Detector (ID) tracking. By requiring leptons to have a well-matched,
slightly displaced ID track, it may, in principle, be possible to keep the lepton pT requirements closer
to L1 thresholds.

This strategy should already be feasible for both electrons and muons. In both cases, it would
be beneficial to extend the efficiency of any regionally-seeded displaced tracking as far as possible in
lepton impact parameter. A careful optimisation of the minimum impact parameter required in order
to keep the lepton pT threshold as low as possible would also likely be vitally useful.

3.3.1 Single displaced leptons

Single prompt-lepton triggers for both ATLAS and CMS are initiated by L1 seeds based on calorime-
ter or muon spectrometer (MS) information, which operate at a pT threshold of about 25 GeV [82].
At the HLT in ATLAS, region of interest (RoI)-based ID tracking is incorporated. For electrons in
CMS at the HLT, the tracking is an-ECAL driven or “outside-in” based tracking, where the algorithm
searches for pixel seeds that are compatible with the supercluster trajectory and then forms a seed for
the “GSF Tracking” from 2 or 3 pixel hits, depending on the number of layers crossed. Requiring
leptons to have a well-matched, isolated, ID track keeps the threshold for prompt lepton triggers close
to the L1 threshold. By comparison, HLT chains without ID track requirements are much more rate-
constrained. On ATLAS, the single-muon trigger without an ID track constraint has a threshold at
80 GeV, while the electron equivalent (a single-photon trigger) has a threshold at 140 GeV.

ATLAS and CMS could both benefit from a new trigger designed for single displaced leptons
which keeps the HLT threshold closer to the L1 threshold by additionally requiring a slightly dis-
placed ID track. In the ATLAS HLT, tracks are reconstructed with nearly full efficiency up to impact
parameters of ∼ 10 mm [83]. In the CMS HLT, the tracking efficiency is also nearly fully efficient at
∼ 10 mm, and drops to about ∼ 50% at impact parameters of 30 mm [84]. It might be possible to
extend this reconstruction efficiency slightly with a regionally-seeded, displaced ID tracking step.

Signals with single soft leptons would greatly benefit from such a trigger. One example of such
a signature would be long-lived particles which decay to a tau and an invisible particle. This sig-
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nature is predicted in GMSB stau scenarios, lepton-flavoured dark matter and freeze-in dark–matter
models [85]. With two taus in the final state, 45% of events would contain one light lepton and
one hadronically decaying tau. Light leptons from the displaced tau are typically soft (with trans-
verse momentum roughly scaling as pT ∼ 1

6 of the long-lived particle mass) and depending on the
specifics of the phase space, often have very little trigger efficiency with the current trigger thresholds
of 50–80 GeV. Decays of the SM-like Higgs boson to long-lived particles serve as another interesting
motivation. Several models predict significant branching ratios to taus, resulting in a large fraction of
events with at least one soft lepton.

3.3.2 Multi-lepton triggers

Multi-lepton triggers represent another avenue to reduce pT thresholds with respect to single-lepton
triggers. A wide variety of long-lived particle models result in two displaced leptons in the final
state. These models include scenarios in which the leptons are produced from the same decay or from
separate long-lived particle decays.

During Run 2, CMS had several triggers designed to target events with two displaced leptons [23–
25]. These triggers selected ee, eµ and µµ events with a pT threshold on each lepton of 30–50 GeV,
and no primary vertex requirement. A trigger requiring a photon and a displaced muon was used
to select events with a displaced muon and displaced electron, or the equivalent with two displaced
electrons (i.e., trigger on two photons). The thresholds for these triggers were substantially increased
when the performance of the LHC increased during Run 2. To achieve low-pT thresholds during Run
3 further work will be necessary.

In Run 2, ATLAS did not have corresponding di-lepton triggers targeting displaced light leptons.
As a result, for ATLAS in Run 3, a di-standalone-muon trigger and a trigger that includes a standalone
muon and a photon represent potential avenues to trigger on displaced light leptons with reduced pT

thresholds.
Both ATLAS and CMS could potentially further reduce the pT thresholds of these displaced di-

lepton triggers by additionally requiring one or both leptons to have a well matched, slightly displaced
ID track. Such a strategy could potentially reduce HLT pT thresholds to as low as the L1 floor of ∼
10 GeV and could potentially improve performance for both electrons and muons.

ATLAS and CMS have also previously used prompt tri-muon triggers with low pT thresholds
that do not have requirements on displacement. For ATLAS the prompt pT thresholds varied from
4 to 6 GeV throughout Run 2, with HLT thresholds very close to L1, and there was no isolation
requirement. ATLAS also had a tri-muon trigger using only standalone MS information, which can
select displaced leptons with pT > 6 GeV [26]. As with other displaced-muon triggers, this threshold
could likely be reduced with the addition of displaced ID track requirements at HLT. Thresholds lower
than 4 GeV would most probably require changes to the L1 seeds, and are unlikely to be possible.

Soft, displaced multi-muon triggers may also potentially provide significantly increase reach for,
e.g., low-mass dark photon models. For dark shower models which create a large number of low-
pT muons, these small improvements in pT threshold for multi-muon triggers could also have a very
significant impact [1].
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3.3.3 Other lepton-based trigger strategies

Cross triggers represent an attractive strategy for models that predict single displaced leptons pro-
duced with additional SM particles or Emiss

T . Such scenarios are common in supersymmetric models.
The prospect of requiring a slightly displaced, low-pT lepton to ensure that Emiss

T or other thresholds
are kept close to L1 levels and that signal efficiency is greatly improved, could be explored. Other
strategies to reduce the trigger rate for di-lepton triggers, including machine learning techniques that
rely on specific signal models, were recently proposed in Ref. [21].

Electron triggers traditionally are subject to more challenging backgrounds, and so often require
tighter L1 and HLT pT thresholds or tighter isolation or quality requirements. There is further potential
for improvement for the reconstruction of displaced electrons if L1 photon objects associated with
displaced tracks could be combined with the strategies used to select delayed calorimeter objects
discussed in Section 3.2.2.

Data scouting and data parking represent another potential avenue to access low-pT displaced
leptons. In Run 2, CMS was able to use scouting to select events with two muons, with an invariant
mass above 200 MeV and a muon momentum above 3 GeV, with and without a primary vertex con-
straint [86–90]. Such a strategy would be useful if an analysis could be performed with limited event
content. CMS was also able to park nearly 10 billion b-hadron pairs by triggering on events with
slightly displaced muons. This strategy could look for long-lived particles in the unbiased b-decay, or
such a strategy could be adapted for other long-lived scenarios.

3.4 Using L1 muon seeds to enable use of muon-system timing information at the HLT

Section Editors: Karri Di Petrillo

Both ATLAS and CMS have muon detectors with per-hit time-of-arrival resolution on the order
of nanoseconds, available in the HLT. In this section, the possibility of using such timing information
to improve the trigger efficiency for fractionally-charged particles (FCP) and muons produced in LLP
decays is discussed.

In ATLAS, Resistive Plate Chambers (RPC), covering a pseudorapidity range of |η| < 1.05, and
Thin Gap Chambers (TGC), covering |η| > 1.05, have single-hit temporal resolutions of about 1.8 ns
and 4.0 ns, respectively [91]. Drift tubes, used for precision muon measurements in nearly the full
MS, have a hit resolution of 3.2 ns, and Cathode Strip Chambers (CSC), used in the innermost station
at |η| > 2.0, have per-segment time resolutions on the order of 3–4 ns [2].

In CMS, RPCs have single-hit time resolutions of about 2 ns [92]. Drift tubes that cover |η| < 1.0

have a single hit time resolution of 2.6 ns, and CSCs, covering |η| > 1.0, have a per-segment time
resolution of about 3.4 ns [93].

For both ATLAS and CMS, these quoted time resolutions have been obtained offline, after cali-
brating for differences in the muon time of arrival to the detector and differences in signal propagation
due to cable lengths, using prompt muons. It is likely that the picture at HLT will be more complicated.
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3.4.1 Fractionally-charged particles

Fractionally-charged particles (FCPs) are considered as a physics case for a delayed muon trigger.
Because dE/dx ∼ Q2, FCPs often produce signals below threshold in ATLAS and CMS detectors.
Standard muon triggers require a well-reconstructed track in both the ID and MS at HLT. The strict
hit requirements penalise FCPs, and better efficiency can be obtained with a standalone muon trigger.

In both ATLAS and CMS, standalone muon triggers in Run 2 used an L1 pT threshold of approx-
imately 20 GeV, and somewhat higher pT thresholds at HLT. For example, a 60 GeV HLT threshold
was used by ATLAS for most of Run 2, and slightly higher thresholds could likely be envisioned for
both ATLAS and CMS for Run-3 conditions. For FCPs, the pT threshold at HLT is not the concern.
Previous CMS analyses have required the pT of the reconstructed FCP candidate to be greater than
∼ 50 GeV at analysis level in order to reduce backgrounds from W and Z decays [94]. Addition-
ally, the reconstructed FCP pT is larger than the true pT by the inverse of the particle’s charge. Both
experiments place stringent hit requirements on the standalone muon track in order to reduce rate
from backgrounds. On the other hand, the number of hits required on the muon track results in trig-
ger inefficiency for FCPs. FCPs often produce signals below threshold in the drift tubes and CSCs,
which operate in proportional mode. Muon trigger chambers, RPCs and TGCs, operate in avalanche
or saturated mode, and FPCs are expected to have slightly higher efficiency in those detectors.

An improved strategy could potentially be to use the same standard L1 muon trigger, and at HLT
look for a standalone muon track but with loosened hit requirements, in order to investigate improving
efficiency for smaller FCP charges (Q < 1

2 ). The looser hit requirements at HLT could, in principle, be
enabled by using timing data to require that muon hits are delayed, or have a time of flight consistent
with β < 1. For unexcluded FCP masses [94], the difference in β between FCPs and prompt muons
is expected to result in delays greater than O(1) ns.

3.4.2 Displaced or delayed muons

It is not unreasonable to expect that timing information could be useful in searches for LLPs that decay
to muons. However, time delays require either slow LLPs or LLPs that decay with large opening
angles. In both cases, the limiting factor in trigger efficiency for both ATLAS and CMS is pointing
assumptions at L1, which reduce efficiency for muons with transverse impact parameters greater than
a few tens of centimeters. The CMS Collaboration has performed the successful implementation of
a new muon track finder approach that extends the L1 Muon trigger efficiency to cover larger impact
parameters, and therefore improves the acceptance for larger lifetimes by as much as a factor of
two [95]. Such work is also being considered by ATLAS, and is discussed in Section 3.5. However,
for this work it is unlikely that adding a delay requirement could be used to further improve efficiency.
For displaced di-muon triggers the pT thresholds at HLT will likely be close to those at L1. We do note
that it is important to ensure any implicit timing requirements do not penalise long-lived signatures.

3.5 Displaced objects in the muon system at L1

Section Editors: Emma Torro, Juliette Alimena
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3.5.1 ATLAS

Neutral LLPs decaying at the end of the HCAL or in the muon system can be triggered in ATLAS [27,
82]. In Run 2 a dedicated HLT trigger selected clusters of at least three (four) muon RoIs in the barrel
(end-caps), seeded by a di-muon L1 trigger. Reducing the minimum number of RoIs required in the
cluster could increase the signal efficiency, specially for low-boosted LLPs. Studies are needed to
understand what the gain in signal efficiency would be and how to deal with background reduction if
this condition is relaxed.

ATLAS can also trigger on displaced muons at HLT using the L1 seeds for isolated activity in the
MS. Since pointing assumptions at L1 are a major limiting factor for the efficiency of L1 triggers for
displaced muons, the reach for impact parameters larger than tens of centimeters could be significantly
improved with a dedicated L1 trigger.

3.5.2 CMS

Although no L1 dedicated triggers were implemented to select displaced leptons of hadrons in the
CMS experiment during the Run 2, improvements to barrel muon track finding, referred to in Section
3.4.2, were developed to include this capability. The successful commissioning of the kBMTF algo-
rithm [95] using cosmic data demonstrated the performance of this algorithm in selecting displaced
objects [74]. The Run-3 menu is integrating these new features to expand the physics acceptance of
the CMS detector.

Lepton triggers at L1 in the muon system (MS) of CMS for Run 2 relied upon a vertex constraint,
making them not particularly sensitive to displaced muons. The standard methods of triggering on
muons in both the barrel and end-caps at L1, the Barrel Muon Track Finder and the End-cap Muon
Track Finder [58], are being improved using advances in track-finding (such as improved Kalman filter
approaches and machine learning techniques) to trigger on displaced muons without losing sensitivity
to those from prompt decays [74, 96–98]. For example, methods being developed for the Phase 2
upgrade show great promise for improving the efficiency of triggering on displaced muons in the
end-caps [99, 100], and it would be highly beneficial to investigate such methods for use in Run 3 as
well.

Besides decays to displaced muons, the CMS Collaboration is exploring the ability to trigger on
hadronic decays in the muon system. For example, neutral LLPs, such as sterile neutrinos, can decay
and produce a shower of particles in the muon system end-caps. These showers could result in a
large number of track segments and hits in a single muon system chamber, which should in principle
be able to be triggered upon. Furthermore, the Cathode Strip Chamber L1 trigger is currently being
upgraded during the Long Shutdown 2 with new hardware and firmware [101], providing additional
usable bandwidth to identify these high-multiplicity events.

In addition to these efforts, further studies are underway to ensure CMS does not miss any op-
portunity to trigger decays in the MS at L1 during Run 3.
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4 LHCb

Section Editors: Carlos Vázquez Sierra, Federico Leo Redi, Lorenzo Sestini, Phil Ilten, Xabier Cid
Vidal, Murilo Santana Rangel, Maarten van Veghel, Adrián Casais Vidal, Mike Williams, Arantza
Oyanguren, Brij Jashal, Louis Henry, Giovanni Punzi

The LHCb experiment at CERN, originally designed for the study of decays of heavy flavour
particles and instrumented in the forward region (pseudorapidity between 2 and 5), has proven to also
serve as an excellent general-purpose detector for beyond SM (BSM) LLP searches in the past years.
LHCb is especially capable to access low masses and low lifetimes, which are regions that are very
difficult to access for other LHC experiments like ATLAS and CMS, and where LHCb has unique
and complementary capabilities. This is possible thanks to the outstanding vertex reconstruction ca-
pabilities of the LHCb Vertex Locator (VELO) (allowing to resolve very short lifetimes of around
few ps), to the excellent track momentum resolution of the detector (especially for tracks that traverse
the full LHCb tracking system and originate from particles decaying within the VELO region, allow-
ing to perform an exclusive reconstruction of B-mesons and D-mesons), to the particle identification
capabilities provided by the electromagnetic (ECAL) and hadronic (HCAL) calorimeters, the muon
system, and the Ring Imaging Cherenkov (RICH) sub-stations (allowing to distinguish between light
hadrons, such K and π), and to the LHCb trigger system [4].

The LHCb detector is undergoing through to a major upgrade for Run 3, in particular, a better
performance is expected from all the sub-systems previously mentioned [102–104]. In particular,
the LHCb trigger system consisted, during Run 1 and 2, of a Level-0 (L0) hardware stage, and two
High-Level Trigger software stages, namely, HLT1 and HLT2.

For Run 3, the upgraded LHCb trigger system [105] will feature the removal of the L0 stage (al-
lowing to access very soft transverse momentum states, of a few GeV/MeV for heavy flavour jets/light
hadrons) and real-time reconstruction and selection at HLT, where the selective persistency model
used for Run 2 will become the baseline for Run 3 as well [106]. The HLT1 will be entirely imple-
mented on GPUs with great networking cost reduction associated with sending data to the event filter
farm [107, 108]. A comparison of performance and implementation details between a CPU-based
and a GPU-based approach for the HLT1 is summarised in Ref. [109]. The cost savings can be used
to improve the trigger throughput and possible scenarios with a more flexible and/or more dedicated
requirements at HLT1 can be discussed. Since most of the LHCb physics programme is based on
muons and/or displaced tracks in final states, and due to the necessary soft requirements on these
tracks, a global event cut to remove the 10% busiest events is planned to be used. The typical min-
imum transverse momentum requirement for a single displaced track trigger is 1 GeV. If additional
event requirements are applied, the global event cut may be removed and the minimum transverse
momentum requirement reduced.

Much of the LLP sensitivity already demonstrated by LHCb in Run 2 and the improvements ex-
pected in Run 3 are serendipitous: LLP physics was not considered when designing the current or
soon-to-be upgraded LHCb detector, but since studying LLPs often benefits from the same experi-
mental capabilities required to study heavy flavour decays, LHCb has excellent performance in this
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area. However, it is worth noting that for many types of BSM physics, especially for bosons that cou-
ple to a non-conserved current, b-hadron penguin decays will be the dominant production mode for
masses less than m(B) −m(K) [110]. In such cases, which includes GeV-scale axion-like particles
and scalars that couple to the SM via the Higgs portal [111, 112], LHCb has been purpose built to
provide world-leading performance. Potential ideas for Run 3 (beyond 2021) which would benefit
from this upgraded trigger system, are presented in the following sub-sections. Most of these ideas
have been also discussed in a more general way in Ref. [38], whereas the contents of this section will
focus on how to trigger these signatures with the upgraded LHCb experiment.

4.1 Displaced jets

We discuss two new triggers at HLT2 for LHCb searches targeting LLPs decaying to jets (this is to be
distinguished from triggers for exclusive hadronic LLP decay modes in the next section):

1. A “displaced fat jet” trigger, using tracker and calorimeter information to construct the fat jet
containing displaced tracks (displaced vertices are not part of the reconstruction, similar to the
CMS displaced jet trigger). The aim is to probe LLP masses below ∼ 25 GeV, where existing
displaced di-jet triggers lose sensitivity.

2. A trigger that reconstructs displaced tracks of some minimum multiplicity/impact parameter
into one or multiple displaced vertices. This is already done in off-line analyses, but performing
this reconstruction at trigger level could greatly increase acceptance. Such a technique could be
very flexible and inclusive with regards to LLP mass.

The first idea represents a natural evolution of existing searches at for LLPs decaying into a pair of
heavy-flavour jets, in the di-jet invariant mass range between 25 and 50 GeV, using Run-1 data [113].
Such a signal is produced in many models, including LLP production in exotic Higgs decays. In this
search, a pair of b(c)-jets with pT greater than 5 GeV, associated to a displaced secondary vertex has
been required. At low masses, the two jets from the LLP decays could be collimated and they may
merge together producing a single fat jet [114].

The reconstruction and identification of displaced fat jets in the HLT2 may be the ideal strategy
to push the lower mass limit of the searches down to 5–10 GeV. First of all, fat jets may be clustered
using the anti-kt algorithm, using displaced tracks and calorimeter clusters as inputs, selected by a
particle-flow algorithm. The fat-jet radius parameter should be optimised using simulation, and it is
usually chosen in the range between 0.8 and 2. In Run 2, LHCb demonstrated its capability in recon-
structing jets at HLT2 level with an optimal time performance. The measurement of the fat-jet mass
can be improved by applying a grooming technique like MassDrop Tagger [115] or SoftDrop [116].
As a second step, several techniques can be used to identify the fat jets and to distinguish them from
the QCD single-jets background. Moreover, bb̄, cc̄ or light fat jets (produced by the fragmentation of a
pair u, d, s quarks or gluons) could be separated, improving the sensitivity in specific decay channels.

Similar techniques to those employed by ATLAS and CMS in the identification of boosted objects
by exploiting the jet-substructure [117–119] could be used for such classification. These techniques
are based on ML algorithms, using classifiers such as Deep Neural Networks [120]. Several other
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options can be explored, like Graph Networks [121], Generative Adversarial Networks [122], Particle
Clouds [123] or Tree Tensor Networks [124], that have been already used with success in jet physics.
Two different kind of inputs, or a combination of the two, could be used in this task. The first type
of input is the fat jet image, defined as the distribution of the measured energy in the (η, φ) space,
arranged in a two-dimensional matrix. The second type of input is the list of observables related
to fat jet constituents, which are ordered by decreasing impact parameters or decreasing transverse
energy for some of the listed algorithms. The application of ML algorithms could be implemented
at HLT2 level, and a cut on the classifier output could be applied to select the signal and remove the
background. Since the time performance of the application is in general dependent on the classifier
complexity and on the number of input observables, those have to be optimised in order to have an
adequate time performance for the HLT2.

In Run 3 a higher pile-up with respect to Run 1 and 2 is to be expected. This may have an
impact on the jet reconstruction performance, in particular it can degrade the jet energy resolution and
increase the fake-jet rate. Techniques could be implemented in order to subtract the pile-up at jet-
constituents level, as it is done with the SoftKiller algorithm [125]. Other tools based on ML could
be employed, like the Pile-up Mitigation with ML (PUMML) [126]. The usage of such techniques at
in Run 3 could improve the sensitivity in the search for LLPs.

During Run 1 and 2, the LHCb level-0 trigger applied a global event cut (GEC) on the hit mul-
tiplicity in the scintillating-pad detectors at hardware level. Di-jet events have high hit multiplicities,
therefore this requirement accepted only 60% of di-jet events in Run 2. Moreover the GEC introduce
a systematic uncertainty in the efficiency determination, since at LHCb the simulated hit-multiplicity
distribution shows discrepancies with data. In Run 3 the hardware trigger will be removed and a full
software trigger will be available. For this reason the GEC can be removed from the LLP trigger lines,
improving the selection efficiency.

The second idea relies on detailed reconstruction of one or more displaced vertices within the
high-multiplicity final state of the LLP decay. In the Run-1 search for displaced di-jets mentioned
above, triggers for displaced vertices have been used: pre-selected tracks with a minimum IP require-
ment are used to reconstruct a displaced vertex, required to be highly displaced (more than 0.4 mm
in the transverse plane), to have a minimum track multiplicity, and to have an invariant mass higher
than the typical B-meson masses. However, a new approach has been considered for Run-2 searches,
consisting in the development on new triggers where displaced tracks are selected, and then used to re-
construct a displaced jet with a cone radius of ∆R < 0.5, employing the anti-kt clustering algorithm.
After the displaced jet is reconstructed, very loose minimum displacement and minimum pT require-
ments are imposed. A vertex reconstruction algorithm is also ran using the jet tracks as input tracks,
and reconstructing all displaced vertices inside the jet cone. Finally, requirements on the number of
both displaced vertices and on the daughters of the displaced vertices are imposed: these numbers
are chosen depending on the mass of the jet and its flavour. For b-jets, when the jet invariant mass is
reasonably above the bb̄ threshold, the number of displaced vertices can be as high as three or four,
requiring at least five tracks per displaced vertex (which corresponds to the average track multiplicity
of the decay of a B-meson). For c-jets, numbers are different and have to be properly tuned taking
into account the mass of the jet and the average track multiplicity of the decay of a D-meson.
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This new technique is extremely flexible and allows to trigger on signatures of displaced heavy-
flavour jets, without imposing any requirement on the jet invariant mass and requiring a loose thresh-
old cut for track displacement. Furthermore, a multiplicity of these displaced jets can be required
as well to reduce background as much as possible (especially for very low track displacements). A
first version of these triggers has been included in the 2018 data-taking campaign, and proven to be
efficient. However, even if it looks promising enough, for Run 3 it would be required to improve the
selection used in these triggers by performing dedicated optimisation studies.

A potential new idea which could be worth investigating, even if not directly related to BSM
LLPs, would be to also try to use these technique to perform jet flavour tagging.

4.2 Displaced light hadrons

A great advantage of LHCb compared to the main detectors is the ability to study exclusive hadronic
decays in great detail. This capability can be put to use to search for low-mass hadronically decaying
LLPs that occur in many models (see e.g. Ref. [127] and discussions therein) and are difficult to search
for at ATLAS/CMS. We discuss two concrete HLT2 trigger ideas for LHCb to increase reach for these
scenarios:

1. Complementary topological triggers for displaced hadronic decays, where kinematic require-
ments should be tuned in a way that displaced objects with masses and lifetimes below those
values typical of a B-meson can be selected.

2. Dedicated triggers for exclusive hadronic decay modes like LLP → K+K−, π+π−, . . . that
are highly motivated for LLPs with masses of O(1 GeV) in specific simplified models like
singlet scalar extensions. Requiring multiple displaced vertices in the event would suppress
backgrounds while retaining high efficiency for short lifetimes.

Since Run 1, LHCb has benefited from the so-called topological triggers [128, 129] at the HLT2
software-based stage, used to trigger in an efficient way any decay of a B-meson with at least two
daughters. These triggers are based on an iterative method with two to one object combinations, where
pre-selected tracks (pT > 0.5 GeV and p > 5 GeV, as well as track and IP χ2 requirements to remove
ghosts and prompt backgrounds) are combined to form a two-body object, then, an additional track is
combined as well to form a three-body object, and so on. The shortest distance between two objects
in each step should be less than 0.15 mm. Further requirements on the pT of the children of these
objects are applied (hardest daughter should have pT > 1.5 GeV), as well as minimum invariant mass
above 2.5 GeV and IP χ2 requirements on the objects themselves are considered, in order to remove
background from D-mesons. At least one of these multi-body objects is required to be present in the
event. These triggers were flexible enough to select LLPs produced in b-hadron penguin decays in
Runs 1 and 2, and we hope they will continue to do so in Run 3. In addition, exclusive penguin decays
should be targeted that are known to be highly sensitive to high-profile LLP models, e.g., ALPs that
couple to gluons [130].

However, despite the fact these triggers have been designed to be as much inclusive as possible,
there are requirements on the mass and the flight distance of the multi-body object which corresponds
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to those of a B-meson, effectively reducing the reach of these triggers for lower lifetimes and masses.
A possible solution would be to tune these requirements to extend, at least, the lifetime reach to a
reasonable threshold value, which would be beneficial for models that predicts scenarios where an
LLP decays hadronically within the detector acceptance. However, further studies would be needed
since relaxing or just fully removing these requirements would probably lead to a critical increase in
the trigger input rate, due to the presence of prompt and moderately displaced hadronic QCD decays.

Another potentially very powerful approach is to develop dedicated triggers for multiple dis-
placed vertices in the event, decaying into two pairs of light hadrons (K+K−, π+π−, or even
K±π∓) [131]. This would target decay modes that are predicted e.g. for light scalar LLPs that decay
through the Higgs portal. These triggers would use pre-selected tracks identified as light hadrons (by
requiring a reasonable good likelihood response from the RICH detectors), where a minimum impact
parameter and loose kinematic requirements (minimum-pT requirement of 2 GeV) would be imposed,
to veto light hadrons coming from the PV. Furthermore, good vertexing would be required for the
reconstructed di-hadron pair, as well as to be pointing to the PV. However, these requirements would
not be sufficient in order to have a reasonable input rate: there would be a significant presence of
backgrounds from hadronic K0

S decays and D0 decays (either produced in the PV or from the decay
of a B-meson), as well as from Λ-baryon decays into a proton and a light hadron (where the proton is
mis-identified as a K, or even less likely as a π by the RICH system).

To remove these backgrounds, one possibility would be to have more strict particle identification
requirements on the hadron tracks and on the di-hadron pair displacement, which would reduce the
reach of these triggers for low lifetimes, depending on how strict the requirement on the displacement
is chosen to be. For sufficiently long lifetimes, contributions from these backgrounds would be highly
suppressed, which might make possible to develop a single displaced vertex trigger selection while
keeping the input rates under control: however, this would need to be studied in very detail.

Another possibility would be to impose a requirement on the di-hadron pair multiplicity in the
event, which would lead to a very effective background removal, but also to make these triggers less
useful: only models which predict a multiplicity of soft displaced pairs of light hadrons in the final
state and in the LHCb acceptance would benefit from those [132] (this is not the ideal case for, e.g.
models where two di-hadron pairs are produced directly from an exotic Higgs-boson decay, since the
pT of the pairs will be large enough to have, most of the time, only one of the pairs decaying inside the
LHCb acceptance). For the 2018 data-taking campaign, offline selections with these multiplicity re-
quirements have been implemented, and proved indeed to be highly efficient with small multiplicities
(at least two di-hadron pairs in the event).

There is another interesting possibility, where certain models predict the production of pair of
meson resonances (like K∗K∗) via a light scalar LLP as well. For this particular case, each meson
would decay into two or three hadrons, leading to a displaced vertex with more than two light hadron
tracks. A similar strategy described in the previous paragraphs could be considered for this case,
however, a re-optimisation of the selection is mandatory (e.g. requirements on the impact parameter
should be relaxed to account for more than two tracks in the decay vertex).

In general, it is expected that the fully hadronic final states will have a higher trigger efficiency in
comparison with Run 2, specially if dedicated triggers for low mass displaced vertices are developed.
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In the regard of HLT1, a baseline approach for Run 3 is to use a VELO-only Kalman filter in the
sequence, if the impact parameter is considered more important than the momentum measurement.
This would lead to a significant computing speed-up compared to the application of a full Kalman
filter, used only for fake track rejection at HLT1.

4.3 Displaced (di-)muons and (di-)tau leptons

LHCb has a very efficient set of triggers for displaced di-muon searches, consisting of kinematic
and particle identification requirements for muon tracks, as well as an invariant mass and vertex
displacement requirement. These triggers have been widely used in LHCb, e.g. to select Z0 → µµ

(without the vertex displacement requirement) [133] or B0
s → µµ [134] decays, as well as for the

search of new prompt di-muon resonances [135–137]. There is little room for improvement for these
kind of signatures (beyond that removing the hardware-trigger stage will lead to a large increase
in muon efficiencies at low pT), other than developing dedicated triggers where mass and vertex
displacement requirements are tuned accordingly to extend the reach of the triggers. We therefore
focus on final states with one or more displaced tau leptons, and discuss two new types of HLT2
triggers:

1. A dedicated trigger for displaced ττ , arising e.g. in LLPs decaying through the Higgs portal.
This would be particularly motivated for LLP masses below∼ 50 GeV (even up to∼ 100 GeV)
where LHCb can be highly competitive with ATLAS/CMS.

2. A trigger for events with a single prompt and a single displaced tau that would be sensitive to
right-handed neutrino-type models.

A variety of searches involving displaced tau leptons have been done by LHCb: either produced
in the semi-leptonic decay of B-mesons and decaying hadronically (three-prong) (where topological
triggers are used) [138], or simply pair-produced from the purely leptonic decay of aB0

s meson [139],
among others. The latter is an analysis which uses very specific data-driven methods and special vertex
requirements, where both tau leptons are reconstructed only from their hadronic decays, selected
with the topological triggers previously described. Furthermore, several studies have been done in
the regard of trigger efficiencies for Run-3 conditions. In particular, the trigger efficiency of the
topological triggers for three-prong τ lepton decays it set to increase from 17% in Run 1 to 64% in
Run 3 [105].

New dedicated triggers could be developed for displaced vertices decaying into pair of τ leptons,
where the pair points to the PV. These triggers could be used for searches of LLPs decaying into ττ .
This is most motivated for LLP masses below ∼ 50 GeV where LHCb could be highly competitive
with the ATLAS and CMS detectors. A similar strategy to that followed by LHCb in the search for
Z0 → ττ [140] can be followed: exploit different combinations of the two τ lepton decay modes,
namely, τ1τ2 where (a) τ1 → πππν and τ2 → lνν, or where (b) τ1 → l1νν and τ2 → l2νν having l1
and l2 different flavours. Unfortunately, both of these options have their own benefits and flaws.

On the one hand, (b) will consist on the combination of two different-flavour lepton tracks, point-
ing to the same decay vertex (with a displacement compatible with the τ lifetime), and well isolated
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(with respect to other tracks in the event). This will effectively help to remove backgrounds from
leptonic decays of SM particles. However, given the fact that LHCb is not a hermetic spectrometer,
none of the tau leptons can be reconstructed, since there are two neutrinos per τ lepton in the final
state. No information on missing particles makes the removal of combinatorial background almost
impossible.

On the other hand, (a) would consist of an almost well-triggered τ1 (where only one missing neu-
trino would affect the vertex reconstruction), and an isolated lepton, all pointing to the same displaced
decay vertex. This will indeed lead to a penalty on the reconstruction efficiency since there are four
tracks in the final state, plus the fact that the hadronic τ decay has a smaller branching fraction that the
purely leptonic mode, but it will remove a large component of pions from the QCD background. A
third possibility, albeit much less efficient, would be to consider both τ1 and τ2 to decay hadronically,
effectively removing a very large component of the QCD background, but reducing the reconstruction
efficiency in a substantial way due to the presence of six tracks in the final state.

Heavy neutral lepton LLPs are produced in association with a prompt lepton and have a displaced
decay that includes a charged lepton of generally the same flavour in the final state. This motivates
development of a trigger for a prompt τ1 + displaced τ2 (with efficiency for muons already being near-
optimal for the reasons discussed above). Background rejection generally requires the displaced τ to
decay hadronically. However, for the prompt τ , a leptonic decay would have the least background, but
it may also be possible to include hadronic prompt τ in the search. Given the fact that the direction of
flight of the prompt τ lepton can be known if assumed to be approximately originated at the proton-
proton interaction point, it can be efficiently triggered by imposing a requirement in the so-called
corrected mass [141], used in many LHCb publications involving τ leptons in the final state: in the
prompt τ direction of flight (which should be known as already stated), and if assuming the neutrino
to be massless, the πππ system and the neutrino should have opposite pT, hence, the corrected mass

of τ1 would be
√
m2(πππ) + p2T(πππ) + pT(πππ) (all of these quantities should be projected in the

prompt τ direction of flight), which becomes a good proxy to the mass of the τ lepton, and can be used
as a discriminant variable. Therefore, triggers for prompt leptonic (or hadronic) τ1 and a displaced
hadronic τ2 should be closely investigated.

4.4 Displaced (di-)electrons and (di-)photons

In Run 3, L0 hardware trigger requirements will be removed. This allows the deployment of two new
triggers targeting low-mass LLPs:

1. displaced di-electrons for LLP masses below ∼ 100 GeV, and

2. displaced di-photons for LLP masses below∼ 20 GeV (due to ECAL energy saturation if using
unconverted photons).

This will greatly expand our physics reach for BSM scenarios like dark photons, axions and dark
showers. Below, we first review the L0 limitation of Run 1 and 2 before discussing how these new
triggers could be implemented.
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In Run 1 and 2, selections on final states with di-electrons and di-photons were limited by strin-
gent requirements at L0 level on deposits in the ECAL. A good example of what was possible at
that time is the following: for Run 2, di-photon selections were first introduced in 2015 at LHCb for
the search of the rare decay B0

s → γγ. The reconstruction of photons in LHCb can be classified in
two big categories, detailed as follows: converted photons, when photons undergo a conversion into
a e+e− pair upon interaction with the material budget, provided the tracks and the secondary vertex
are successfully reconstructed; and unconverted photons, where the photons do not interact until they
reach the ECAL, where they are reconstructed using the energy deposit on the corresponding cluster.
Spatial and energy resolution is better for converted photons, but only a fraction of these will undergo
a conversion. Hence, unconverted photons play a significant role, for instance, on analyses statistically
limited. The use of combinations of ECAL clusters from L0 was introduced in order to reconstruct
unconverted photon candidates at the HLT1, since no calorimeter reconstruction – not even partial –
was present at this stage of the trigger sequence. Reconstruction of unconverted photons, based on
L0 clusters, has the drawback of not being possible to effectively impose a requirement on ET values
over 10 GeV, due to saturation of these ECAL objects. Dedicated reconstruction during Run 3 will
allow for more efficient requirements on photons with high ET [102].

In addition, searches for di-photons with conversions benefit from the selections already available
for displaced tracks, which are designed to select di-electron tracks from conversions. Additionally,
a trigger based on a Neural Network classifier has been introduced during the 2018 data-taking cam-
paign, in order to correctly identify pairs of photons (both relying on conversions and not). This was
the first time such kind of classifiers were used to select this type of multi-body decays [142]. A
similar approach could be followed during Run 3, designing a similar classifier including features to
account for the higher pile-up and multiplicity in the event. An inclusive di-electron trigger was also
implemented during Run 2, which again used electromagnetic clusters from the L0, but now linked
against tracks. Triggers similar to the inclusive di-muon lines used to search for low masses reso-
nances, with pT thresholds as low as 1 GeV, were introduced. Additional inclusive displaced lines, as
well as exclusive π0 → e+e−γ and η → e+e−γ triggers were also implemented. While no analyses
have yet been published using these lines, initial studies indicate the efficacy of these triggers.

For Run 3, with the removal of the L0 level, a direct selection based on information from the
tracking system is possible, both at HLT1 and HLT2, allowing to select on more discriminate infor-
mation like displacement, vertex quality and others, in comparison to just ECAL information. In
addition to the inclusive triggers using tracks, the ECAL information will also be decoded and avail-
able in the HLT1 selection. The information obtained from the full ECAL reconstruction can in turn
be matched with the information from the tracking systems, opening up the identification of electrons
within the set of available charged tracks at HLT1, which was only possible during Run 2 using the
more rudimentary L0 electromagnetic clusters. In addition, the use of partial track-reconstruction for
di-electrons can considerably decrease material-interaction related inefficiencies, which can be imple-
mented at both HLT1 and HLT2. With this new features in hand, dedicated lines can be developed for
displaced electron searches.

Neutral long-lived particles can be searched by using ECAL clusters that are isolated from tracks
and clustered by a simple jet reconstruction. Finally, neutral hadrons appear in the dominant decay
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modes of models like ALPs that couple to gluons, and in Run 3 it will be possible to search for decays
like a→ π+π−π0 in HLT1.

The aforementioned additions to the trigger system of LHCb open up the selection of very soft
(di-)electrons and converted (di-)photons that are predicted BSM scenarios like dark photons, axions,
and dark showers. A SM target of an inclusive low-mass displaced di-photon resonance search is
the search for muonium [143] using η → γM(→ e+e−), which requires both low pT electrons and
photons. With the full clustering of the ECAL, bremsstrahlung recovery will also be available at the
HLT1, and will help increase momentum resolution and improve sensitivity in resonance searches.
For exclusive final states with photons and electrons, this can significantly reduce trigger rates.

4.5 Track signatures beyond the inner detector

Most of the LLP searches are based on displaced vertices and tracks in the inner detectors, or on
signatures in the muon and calorimeter systems. If an unstable neutral LLP with long lifetime (τ ∼ ns)
decays to SM-like charged tracks after the first tracker (VELO) and before reaching the calorimeter
system, the present LHCb HLT1 trigger system will not be able to reconstruct and select them. This is
due to the fact that the current strategies for LLP searches at LHCb rely on the so-called long tracks,
this is, tracks reconstructed with information from all the tracking sub-stations, including hits in the
VELO system (which is limited to a radial displacement between 0 and 30 mm and to a transverse
displacement between 0 a 500 mm, in cylindrical coordinates). Figure 1 shows an sketch of the track
types reconstructed at LHCb. If no other long track is produced in addition to the LLP, the expected
trigger efficiencies are below few %, letting away the possibility to perform any kind of search.

However, the reconstruction of such downstream tracks (where information from hits in all track-
ing sub-stations except in the VELO are used), is an interesting possibility to consider for the upgraded
HLT1 system, making use of information from the Upstream (UT) and Scintillating Fibre (SciFi)
trackers [104]. These tracks are typically associated to vertices transversally displaced more than 500
mm (outside the VELO acceptance), allowing to reach further vertex displacements and higher LLP
lifetimes.

There are a lot of efforts at present to implement the downstream tracking at the HLT1 level,
using information from hits in the tracking sub-stations except the VELO. The main issue of such
trigger implementation is the high amount of combinatorics and the timing requirement to make a
decision. Nevertheless with the new heterogeneous computing approach, and the increase in the trig-
ger throughput this is expected to be feasible. LHCb is already introducing GPUs for its HLT1 in the
upcoming Run 3. For future runs, the potential of a specialised FPGA-based tracking device operating
before HLT1 has been in consideration since the LHCb’s EOI for future upgrades [55]. Further R&D
has been carried out since then [144–146], and the collaboration is now including a dedicated FPGA-
based Downstream tracker (DWT) in its list of possible enhancement for Run 4. HLT2 topological
lines with two or more tracks could be adapted to the case of downstream tracks, with relatively sim-
ilar track and vertex quality requirements and without any mass constraint. Dedicated ML tools can
be developed and implemented here to reduce the ghost tracks rate. As a step towards this goal, a
HLT1 trigger for K0

S and Λ0 particles (limited to decays within the VELO volume) is currently being
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Figure 1. Track types reconstructed at the LHCb experiment by the tracking system [104].

commissioned for deployment in Run 3. This is likely going to be a useful pilot for the development
of more general-purpose LLP lines at HLT1.

A downstream track trigger would add significant and very general capability to search for many
kinds of LLP decays with decay lengths greater than O(10 cm), for both leptonic and hadronic de-
cay modes. BSM targets include exotic Higgs decays to LLPs, as well as charginos and sleptons
searches in some SUSY scenarios decaying into final states with two muons with a lifetime range of
0.1–10 ns and large masses. The information of the two muons could be combined with calorimetric
and other track signatures. The parameter phase space can also be widened for Higgs-like searches
in mSUGRA models with R parity and baryon number violation, where the Higgs decays into two
neutralino particles [147]. Dark photon searches could also benefit for small off-shell photon mix-
ing factors. Additionally, LLPs decaying into hyperons or associated to them will automatically be
possible.

4.6 Other challenging ideas

A number of ideas for potential exotic searches in LHCb, which would make use of brand new tech-
niques yet to be developed, have been discussed over the past months:

1. A search for fractional charged objects, making use of the RICH sub-detectors for particle iden-
tification, would be a first idea. The number of photons produced by the Cherenkov effect and
measured by the PMT is proportional toQ2 of the particle transversing the RICH station, hence,
a fractional charged object with a charge of e.g. e/3 would produce a fraction of 1/9 photons
with respect to a SM charged particle with charge e. This would lead to a significantly differ-
ent response from the RICH sub-detector, which could be use as a powerful discriminant for
this analysis. However, this kind of searches would need dedicated simulation studies (which
has never been done before in LHCb), as well as dedicated triggers based on this discriminant
requirement.
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2. LHCb has published a proof-of-concept analysis of a search for Charged Massive Stable Par-
ticles (CMSP) [148]. Again, this search relies on the response from the RICH sub-detectors:
a CMSP would be a very slow ionising particle passing through the RICH stations. Since
the cosine of the opening angle of Cherenkov photons is inversely proportional to the velocity
of the particle, a CMSP would produce Cherenkov photons highly collimated in the direction
of the particle, well below the sensitive threshold of sub-detector, leading to a charged track
transversing the LHCb detector with an absence of signal from the RICH system. This is a very
characteristic signature, highly discriminant, which would lead to a zero-background search.
Unfortunately, LHCb capabilities in this proof-of-concept turned out to not be competitive with
existing upper limits, however, it would be worth to consider revisiting this technique again
and searching for this signature in the coming years, since a brand new RICH system will be
installed in LHCb for Run 3.

3. Another idea would be to consider potential triggers on SUEPs (soft, unclustered energy pat-
terns) [13], where the cluster occupancies in both the ECAL and HCAL could be used as dis-
criminant variables. However, dedicated simulations studies would be needed to discuss the
feasibility of such a trigger strategy in LHCb.

4. Some very specific algorithms which rely only on track information (available at HLT1) might
be studied as well, as e.g. computing event isotropy as described in [149] could help tag SUEP
events, and using this information as a discriminant variable for a potential trigger selection.

Most of these ideas need dedicated preliminary studies, mainly focused on the development of dedi-
cated simulation and reconstruction algorithms. Because of this, the preparation and commissioning
period for Run 3 turns out to be the ideal time-window to prepare and test any possible new tool
needed for these kind of searches, as well as to produce any preliminary study which can assess the
feasibility of these analyses using the upgraded new LHCb detector.

5 Summary

We have summarised some possible trigger improvements in ATLAS, CMS, and LHCb to facilitate
finding long-lived particles beyond the Standard Model at the LHC. These ideas have been discussed
at LLP@LHC Community Workshops, within the experimental collaborations, and on other occa-
sions. We encourage the use of this document to further expand the developments in Run 3 and
beyond.
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